Air Algerie has used the Next Generation 737 family for its fleet expansion and renewal programme.

On 8 January 2002 the airline ceased operations.

Round trip flights between Chibougamau-Chapais and Montreal.

Equipped aircraft. The name was changed to Air Alma in 1980.

Enthusiasts and occasionally to local industry, with two floatplanes.

Men, initially providing air transport for hunting and fishing.

History Founded as Alma Air Services in Alma by 60 businesspeople.

Operated as a Canadian Partner airline, providing subservice and subcharter operations to other carriers.

Flies regular services from Innsbruck to Zurich, Salzburg and line regular services from Klagenfurt and Linz to Amsterdam.

KLM Codeshare partner on Innsbruck to Zurich. KLM Alpen partners.

Air Algeria operated domestic and international flights within the Caribbean.

Antilles operates international schedules from its hub at Curacao to the USA and the Netherlands Antilles.

Alliances United Airlines, Winair.

Alliances KLM, Northwest Airlines.

Parent organisation/shareholders Mehmet Hasancebi (100%).

Date established 1996 Date operations started 1996.

Description A Turkish charter carrier based in Istanbul operating non-scheduled international passenger flights to Amsterdam, Massa/f Friedrichshafen, Düsseldorf, München and Berlin. Also provides subservice and subcharter operations to other carriers.

Airline founded as Air Alma in 1980.

Air Algérie (AH) (DAD)

Directory: world airlines

Description Algeria's national airline operating domestic and international scheduled services.

Parent organisation/shareholders Algerian government (100%).

Fleet 2 x Airbus A300-200

Fleet 4 x A320/Q400

Fleet 2 x Boeing 737-400

Fleet 1 x Boeing 767-300

Fleet 3 x Boeing MD-82

Destinations (domestic scheduled) Bonaire, Curacao

Destinations (international scheduled) Miami, Port au Prince,

Destinations (domestic scheduled) Algiers, Annaba, Batna,

Destinations (international scheduled) Athens, Bamako,

Destinations (international scheduled) Brussels, Cagliari,

Destinations (international scheduled) Abidjan, Agades,

Destinations (international scheduled) Brussels, Cagliari,

Destinations (international scheduled) Algiers, Annaba,

Destinations (international scheduled) Amsterdam, Banja

Destinations (international scheduled) Antwerp, Charleroi,

Destinations (international scheduled) Brussels, Cagliari,

Destinations (international scheduled) Algiers, Annaba,

Destinations (international scheduled) Brussels, Cagliari,

Destinations (international scheduled) Algiers, Annaba,

Destinations (international scheduled) Algiers, Annaba,

Destinations (international scheduled) Algiers, Annaba,

Destinations (international scheduled) Algiers, Annaba,

Destinations (international scheduled) Algiers, Annaba,

Destinations (international scheduled) Algiers, Annaba,